Character Analysis of Hamlet
Hamlet is an enigma. No matter how many ways critics examine him, no absolute truth emerges.
Hamlet breathes with the multiple dimensions of a living human being, and everyone
understands him in a personal way. Hamlet's challenge to Guildenstern rings true for everyone
who seeks to know him: "You would pluck out the heart of my mystery." None of us ever really
does.
The conundrum that is Hamlet stems from the fact that every time we look at him, he is different.
In understanding literary characters, just as in understanding real people, our perceptions
depend on what we bring to the investigation. Hamlet is so complete a character that, like an old
friend or relative, our relationship to him changes each time we visit him, and he never ceases to
surprise us. Therein lies the secret to the enduring love affair audiences have with him. They
never tire of the intrigue.
The paradox of Hamlet's nature draws people to the character. He is at once the consummate
iconoclast, in self-imposed exile from Elsinore Society, while, at the same time, he is the adulated
champion of Denmark — the people's hero. He has no friends left, but Horatio loves him
unconditionally. He is angry, dejected, depressed, and brooding; he is manic, elated, enthusiastic,
and energetic. He is dark and suicidal, a man who loathes himself and his fate. Yet, at the same
time, he is an existential thinker who accepts that he must deal with life on its own terms, that
he must choose to meet it head on. "We defy augury. There is special providence in the fall of a
sparrow."
Hamlet not only participates in his life, but astutely observes it as well. He recognizes the decay
of the Danish society (represented by his Uncle Claudius), but also understands that he can blame
no social ills on just one person. He remains aware of the ironies that constitute human endeavor,
and he savors them. Though he says, "Man delights not me," the contradictions that characterize
us all intrigue him. "What a piece of work is a man! How noble in reason, how infinite in faculties,
in form and moving how express and admirable, in action how like an angel, in apprehension how
like a god!"
As astutely as he observes the world around him, Hamlet also keenly critiques himself. In his
soliloquys he upbraids himself for his failure to act as well as for his propensity for words.
Hamlet is infuriatingly adept at twisting and manipulating words. He confuses his so-called
friends Rosencrantz and Guildenstern — whom he trusts as he "would adders fang'd" — with his
dissertations on ambition, turning their observations around so that they seem to admire beggars
more than their King. And he leads them on a merry chase in search of Polonius' body. He openly
mocks the dottering Polonius with his word plays, which elude the old man's understanding. He
continually spars with Claudius, who recognizes the danger of Hamlet's wit but is never smart
enough to defend himself against it.

Words are Hamlet's constant companions, his weapons, and his defenses. In Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern are Dead, a play that was later adapted into a film, playwright and screen playwright
Tom Stoppard imagines the various wordplays in Hamlet as games. In one scene, his characters
play a set of tennis where words serve as balls and rackets. Hamlet is certainly the Pete Sampras
of wordplay.
And yet, words also serve as Hamlet's prison. He analyzes and examines every nuance of his
situation until he has exhausted every angle. They cause him to be indecisive. He dallies in his
own wit, intoxicated by the mix of words he can concoct; he frustrates his own burning desire to
be more like his father, the Hyperion. When he says that Claudius is " . . .no more like my father
than I to Hercules" he recognizes his enslavement to words, his inability to thrust home his sword
of truth. No mythic character is Hamlet. He is stuck, unable to avenge his father's death because
words control him.
What an ass am I! This is most brave,
That I, the son of a dear murdered
Prompted to my revenge by heaven and hell,
Must like a whore unpack my heart with words,
And fall-a-cursing like a very drab,
A scallion!
Hamlet's paradoxical relationship with words has held audiences in his thrall since he debuted in
1603 or so. But the controversy of his sexual identity equally charms and repels people.
Is Hamlet in love with his mother? The psychoanalytic profile of the character supports Freud's
theory that Hamlet has an unnatural love for his mother. Hamlet unequivocally hates his
stepfather and abhors the incestuous relationship between Claudius and Gertrude. But whether
jealousy prompts his hatred, whether his fixation on his mother causes his inability to
love Ophelia, and whether he lusts after Gertrude all depend on interpretation. And no
interpretation is flawless.
Hamlet's love life could result from his Puritanical nature. Like the Puritans whose presence was
growing in England of the time, Hamlet is severely puritanical about love and sex. He is appalled
by Gertrude's show of her pleasure at Claudius' touch, and he clearly loathes women. His anger
over Claudius' and Gertrude's relationship could as easily result from a general distaste for sexual
activity as from desire to be with his mother.
Hamlet could be, at heart, a brutal misogynist, terrified of love because he is terrified of women.
He verbally abuses Ophelia, using sexual innuendo and derision, and he encourages her to get to
a nunnery. Another play on words, nunnery, in this instance, symbolizes both sexual abstinence
and sexual perversity. In a cloister, Ophelia would take a vow of chastity, and in a brothel, she
would serve as the basest sexual object.

Can concluding whether Hamlet is mad or merely pretending madness determine all the
questions about Hamlet's nature? Could a madman manipulate his destiny as adeptly as Hamlet
turns the tables on Rosencrantz and Guildenstern? Perhaps he is crazy like a fox . . . calculated
and criminal. Or perhaps his own portrayal of madness — his "antic disposition" — that he dons
like a mask or a costume actually drives him.
Could Hamlet's madness be his tragic flaw? Or is his flaw that he believes he is pretending to be
mad? Are words his tragic flaw? Or could his tragic flaw be that he possesses the same hubris
that kills all the great tragic heroes — that be believes he can decide who should live and who
should die, who should be forgiven and who should be punished? Then, perhaps, is the ghost a
manifestation of his own conscience and not a real presence at all?
Which leads to the question students must ultimately consider: Is Hamlet a tragic hero at all? The
Greek philosopher Aristotle defined the tragic hero with Oedipus as the archetype a great man
at the pinnacle of his power who, through a flaw in his own character, topples, taking everyone
in his jurisdiction with him. Hamlet has no great power, though it is clear from Claudius' fears and
from Claudius' assessment of Hamlet's popularity that he might have power were he to curry it
among the people. His topple results as much from external factors as from his own flaws.
Nevertheless, he certainly does take everyone with him when he falls.
Perhaps, like Arthur Miller, who redefined tragedy in an essay called "Tragedy and the Common
Man, “Shakespeare modified Aristotle's definition for his own age and created a tragic hero who
can appeal to a larger, more enduring segment of the population. Hamlet fulfills the Aristotelian
requirement that the tragic hero invoke in us a deep sense of pity and fear, that we learn from
him how not to conduct our lives. Hamlet is our hero because he is, as we are, at once both
confused and enticed by endless dilemmas that come from being, after all, merely human.

